Broadfield Community Primary School
Behaviour Management System
Children will be able to add their name to the Gold Star when the
adult believes they are displaying role model behaviour. They are
actively participating in learning and are supporting others to do
the same. If a child achieves their name on the star and it remains
there for the whole day they may be awarded 3 dojos.

Every child begins each day with their name on the Green Circle.
In EY the children begin each session with their name on the Green
Circle and in KS1 the children begin the morning and then the
afternoon with their name on the Green Circle.
In KS2 the children start each day on the Green Circle.
Children can have one verbal reminder and remain on the Green
Circle.
If a child receives a second verbal reminder they should move their
name to the Amber Circle.
Children can move back to the Green Circle if they are willing to
apologise for their behaviour and show improvement.
Children who move from the Green Circle to the Amber Circle
more than twice in a day can go straight to the Red Circle from
the Green Circle.
See Broadfield Sanctions for further information on Amber alerts
If a child needs a third verbal reminder they move their name to
the Red Circle.
Children can also move directly to the Red Circle for a nonnegotiable behaviour.
When a child is on Red they need to be reported to the Unit
Leader and the incident/s should be recorded on CPOMs by the
class teacher or adult dealing with the behaviour at the time.
When a child is on Red a text message will be sent home to
parents on the same day requesting that they meet the class
teacher.

If a child is on the Red Circle and continues to display negative
behaviour they should be escorted by a member of staff to a senior
leader in school. The child will be given a Blue Alert which leads
to an internal exclusion.
Their behaviour should be recorded on CPOMs and a text message
to parents will be sent requesting that they make an appointment
to see the Unit Leader.
A Blue Alert triggers the child being placed on a Respect Report.

